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Inflatables are Amusement Rides!

How to tell if an inflatable is legal to operate in NJ.

3 Simple Steps.
1. Ask the owner if they are permitted by the Dept. of Community Affairs
2. Look on the inflatable for Annual Permit & Green Tag & NJ ID Tag
3. Check on our website

Every year an inflatable must be permitted and inspected before operating, regardless of their location. The permit and inspection are handled by the Dept. of Community Affairs.

Proof of a valid permit and inspection are attached to the inflatable. They are placed in a clear pouch and attached with a red wire tie, usually in the lower back left or right corner. Though this pouch may be attached in another location on the inflatable.
Steps to Access Permitted Rides for a current calendar year:
1. www.state.nj.us (home page)
2. Upper right corner click on Departments/Agencies
3. Under Department click on Community Affairs
4. Left side click on Divisions
5. Left side click on Codes and Standards
6. Left side click on Bureaus Offices and Programs
7. Middle/ top of page click on Bureau of Code Services
8. Middle of page click on Carnival Amusement Rides
9. Scroll down and click on Permitted Rides by Owner

Sample attachment point with valid documentation.

Green Tag and NJ ID

Current valid permit

Report Illegal Inflatables or Injuries to 24 hour Hotline 609-292-2099

For general information call Dept of Community Affairs Carnival Amusement Ride Division 609-292-2097